In this paper, we investigate the channel estimation and time synchronization problem based on the zero correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence set for single carrier multiple-input multiple-output frequency domain equalization (SC-MIMO-FDE). A factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set considering the properties of both ZCZ and nonzero correlation zone (NCZ) is proposed with efficient generator and correlator, which can be in favor of timing synchronization and channel estimation both in performance and computation complexity. Using the ZCZ sequence set, a new algorithm called twice section-maximum algorithm is put forward to eliminate energy interference among channels from different transmitting antennas to the same receiving antenna. The performance achieved by the developed algorithm which performs joint timing synchronization and channel estimation with lower computational cost is better than that of the conventional method.
Introduction
In wireless communication system, it is well known that timing synchronization (TS) and channel estimation (CE) are two main tasks achieved by training signal in the receiver. Since accurate TS and CE play important roles in improving the overall system performance, the design of the training sequence set which is known to both transmitter and receiver is the crucial point. Motivated by this, this paper takes TS and CE of single carrier multipleinput multiple-output frequency domain equalization (SC-MIMO-FDE) [1, 2] transmission mode into consideration. In [3] [4] [5] [6] , the periodic complementary sequence set (PCSS) is chosen to be the training sequence set. In the PCSS, there are N T groups of sequences which are transmitted from N T antennas, separately, and each group contains N T different sequences. However, N T sequences need N T cyclic prefixes (CP) to counteract interference of multi-path time delay channel, which exaggerates overload. This problem is solved by generating special PCSS *Correspondence: hesw01@seu.edu.cn School of Information Science and Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing 210096, China [6] ; but it could not get rid of the restriction of the relation between length of CP L CP , the length of PCSS L, and number of PCSS N S transmitted in one antenna, which is L CP ≤ L/N S . In [7] , the Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence is selected as the training sequence; but ZC sequence is multi-phase and introduces multiply operation in the receiver which costs much computational resource. This paper chooses zero correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence set as the training sequence set for the SC-MIMO-FDE system to overcome all drawbacks mentioned above.
ZCZ sequence set is first introduced to enhance TS robustness in code division multiple access (CDMA) system [8, 9] . It has also shown that ZCZ is the optimal CE training sequence for MIMO system [10] [11] [12] . However, few works use ZCZ sequence set to perform TS due to the existence of the uncertain side lobes of autocorrelation and cross-correlation in nonzero correlation zone (NCZ). The author pointed out that in his construction, there are only m shifting points where the correlation values are not equal to zero in NCZ area, where m is the size of the ZCZ sequence set; but the magnitude of those values are not mentioned, which is also one of the properties in NCZ [13] .
There are two kinds of constructions of ZCZ sequence set mainly, whose optimized objects are the length of ZCZ. One is based on the properties of ZCZ sequence set either in its direct domain or transform domain [14] . The other is based on the fundamental sequence set, such as the following: those constructed in [15, 16] are based on complementary sequence set (CSS) [17] , and those generated in [18, 19] are based on perfect sequence (PS) [20] using interleaving technique. All of these ZCZ sequence sets (L, M, Z) generated above are bounded by a general bound Z < Z g and achieve expected bound Z = Z e , where L, M, and Z denote sequence length, sequence number, and ZCZ length, separately; Z g = L/M [21] , Z e = k 2 − 2 L/ k 2 M [18] , k is the number of polyphase. In this paper, we propose the factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set considering both ZCZ and NCZ, which is an extension of above constructions based on fundamental sequence set.
In order to achieve high speed of signal processing, efficient correlator is put forward for Golay sequence set [22, 23] . In addition, several efficient generations and correlations are also developed for PCSS [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The authors of [29, 30] have proposed efficient calculation of fast Fourier transform (FFT) of ZC sequence. Also, an efficient correlation method for the corresponding ZCZ sequence set is developed in [13] .
In this paper, we focus on the investigation of the joint TS and CE based on ZCZ sequence by taking the advantage of the ZCZ in CE and overcoming the shortcoming in the TS in multi-path communication system. At the same time, in order to reduce the computational complexity and speed up the implementation, an efficient generator and correlator construction is obtained by extending the existing generation methods. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present system model and state problems we need to address. In Section 3, a factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set is proposed to respond stating problem in Section 2 with efficient generator and correlator. Then, in Section 4, the constructed ZCZ sequence set is applied to joint MIMO TS and CE. At the same time, a new algorithm called twice section-maximum algorithm is put forward to eliminate channel energy interference. In Section 5, performance and computational complexity is analyzed in the simulation based on the selected ZCZ sequence set and the given communication scenario. And the last, conclusions are provided in Section 6.
Notations: In this paper, the correlation between two sequences is referred to periodic correlation if not specifically pointed out; and we will use upper (lower) boldface letters to denote matrix (column vectors). An N × N identity matrix, N × N all-zero matrix, M × N all-zero matrix, and M × N all-one matrix will be denoted as I N , 0 N , 0 M×N , and 1 M×N , respectively. Superscript H will denote the Hermitian transpose, T transpose, and * conjugation. We will reserve ⊗ for Kronecker product, · for round up to an integer, |·| for absolute value operation, and N for the set of natural numbers without including zero; and mod {a, b} denotes a modulo b, tr{·} tracing operation, E{·} averaging operation, round{·} rounding operation, max{·} maximum value operation, and diag{·} diagonalization. We define diag n {·} as an all-zero N × N matrix except the (N − |n|)×(N − |n|) diagonal matrix in its topright corner (n > 0) or bottom-left corner (n < 0), and diag 0 {·} = diag{·}. Also, Circ {x, K, S} denotes a circulant matrix with the kth column obtained by circularly shifting k + S elements on the column
System model and problem statement
Consider a multi-path time delay and frequency-selective MIMO channel with N T transmitting antennas and N R receiving antennas. Under this model, the discrete-time signal r q at qth receiving antenna is given by
where
T is the training sequence transmitted by the pth antenna, and Z D denotes the number of discrete-time channel impulse response (CIR) taps, L is the length of a training sequence;
, h i p,q denotes the ith discrete-time CIR tap of the MIMO channel from the pth transmitting antenna to the qth receiving antenna;
in which n i q follows identity distribution (i.i.d.) with the mean zero and the variance σ 2 . For ease of deduction, the form of system model in (1) is rewritten by
Then, the least square (LS) estimator of h q is given bŷ
It is well known that the sufficient and necessary condition to reach classical Cramér-Rao low bound (CRLB) is
The sequence set satisfying (5) is called an optimal training sequence set.
Note that (5) can be rewritten by
then it is clear that Z (L, N T , Z D ) meets (6) based on the definition of ZCZ sequence set [18] , where Z (L, M, Z) is a ZCZ sequence set with the period of sequences L, the number of sequences M, and the length of ZCZ Z; and it means that Z (L, N T , Z D ) can serve as optimal training sequence set for CE in MIMO system. There are already many different ways to construct ZCZ sequence set used for CE as discussed in Section 1, but few of them consider the properties of NCZ which need to be taken into account for TS. In the following section, we give a construction of the ZCZ sequence set which is suitable for joint TS and CE considering the properties of NCZ.
Factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set
The method of the factorized construction is introduced to apply to the generation of ZCZ sequence set based on base ZCZ sequence set, which has the shortest length according to the size of the set, with interleaving technique.
At the same time, the corresponding efficient correlator is proposed to speed up the implementation.
Efficient generator of ZCZ sequence set
The efficient generation of ZCZ sequence set is summarized as the following steps.
Step 1 : Let the base ZCZ sequence set be A = {a m }
Then, let the initial matrix be
Step 3 : Let W n be the nth coefficient matrix, given as
where w n i = 1.
Step 4 : A recursive sequence generation method is proposed by A n+1 = A n V n W n . Then,
Note that the matrix V n is the interleaving matrix, which interleave the columns of A n ; and the matrix W n gives an coefficient to each column of A n V n . 
Lemma 1. In the above generation, a
N m M−1 m=0 = Z (L, M, Z),} M−1 m=0 = Z (L a , M, Z a ), then Z = M N Z a .
Proof 1. See Appendix 1.
There have been many similar properties of the length of ZCZ being obtained so far. For example, the bound of ZCZ length is deduced in [21] , and the expected bound of ZCZ length of N-phase sequence set is shown in [18] . This lemma shows the worst case of the length of ZCZ of the interleaving constructed sequence set. In fact, the ZCZ length is not only determined by the ZCZ length of base sequence set but also the order of each ZCZ length between every two sequence among the set. Considering the complex cases of the order, we only give the best case using the shifting PS as base ZCZ sequence set in the following theorem. At the same time, the property in NCZ area is given and proofed.
T , where
, where
and in NCZ, the area with nonzero value is bounded by
and l is the shifting point in correlation.
Proof 2. See Appendix 2.
According to Theorem 1, the generalized ZCZ sequence set is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where Z MN and Z MZ are the length of middle nonzero area and middle zero area in NCZ, and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is a threshold, separately. Here, we list the properties of them:
Note that (p1), (p2), and (p3) can be directly obtained from Theorem 1; and by changing the coefficient matrix W n in step 3, the ZCZ sequence set which satisfies (p4) can be selected, where
Since this factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set is an extension of existing construction based on interleaving method, here, we state the distinctive points which are different from the conventional one using the same technique. First, the interleaving construction is factorized by the matrix multiplication. This factorized formation is used widely in the construction and application of CSS [4-6, 25, 27, 28] . Note that it is the basis to deduce the efficient correlator in the next subsection. Second, since the ZCZ part is well qualified to perform CE thanks to the researches which have been done before, our works focus on the properties of NCZ part which contributes to TS: The coefficient matrix, which can be changed easily in application to generate different ZCZ sequence sets with different R A and R C , is added to the iteration construction; and the area with nonzero value in NCZ is determined by Theorem 1, given particular shifting PS as base ZCZ sequence set.
Efficient correlator of proposed ZCZ sequence set
Based on the proposed generation of ZCZ sequence set, an efficient correlator corresponding is derived and expressed in the following theorem.
then the efficient correlator between sequence y and each
where the complexity of complex multiplication is jLL a + NLM 2 and addition is jL
Proof 3. See Appendix 3. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of computation cost among direct correlator which computes correlation directly, radix-2 FFT corrector which converts correlation 
into multiplication by radix-2 FFT, the efficient correlator this paper proposed (j = 1), and the correlator of the constructed ZCZ sequence set in [13] . From this table, it is obvious that the proposed efficient correlator decreases computation complexity from exponential order to linear order for iteration number N on both complex multiplication and addition, while the correlator in [13] decreases to 1/M complexity. Note that while the efficient correlator reduces large number of computation comparing with the direct correlator, it seems that there is no computational reduction speaking of the radix-2 FFT correlator. However, if we put the restrictions a m,l
∈ ±1, ±j , and
∈ ±1, ±j on the generation process, then the elements in ZCZ sequence set belong to ±1, ±j . Thus, in both the direct and the efficient correlator, there is no multiply operation, which reveals the advantage comparing to the radix-2 FFT correlator. But in [13] , the alphabet size is harder to reduce to 2 or 4 even though the reduced alphabets method is used according to Section 3. So, the multiply operation cannot translate into a shifting operation. The comparison of computation cost among correlators is listed in Table 2 .
Joint MIMO TS and CE using ZCZ sequence set
In this section, we introduce how to use the ZCZ sequence as a training sequence for joint TS and CE. Using the base ZCZ sequence set
is generated as training sequence set, namely, s p = z p , which has the properties of (p1), (p2), (p3), and (p4). In order to achieve effectively the TS and CE, here, we further give two 
Mechanism of joint MIMO TS and CE
According to (2) , it can be deduced that
. . .
By (10), the CE of h p,q is easily obtained. In the following formula, we use (a2), (p2), (p3), and (p4) to deal with TS:
According to (a2) and (p3), we have
Thus, the second inequality of (11) is deduced; and the last equation of (11) is achieved by the requirement which is
then
Using this, we can achieve TS by looking for the maximum value in Z H p r q . This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Note that the impulse responses which represent complex value are described in the form of absolute value in the figure.
However, in practice, because of the randomness of the MIMO channel, the energy of h i,q , i = p can be larger than that of h p,q , which is called energy interference among channels. Thus, in that case, (13) is substituted by
Then, (15) could be changed by
So, it is infeasible to rely on Z H p r q to perform TS. The energy interference among channels is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Solutions of the energy interference among channels
To deal with the energy interference among channels for TS, the direct way, called solution 1, is only considering the largest energy of CIR such as h i,q and discarding all the others which may be submerged by DIRs such as h p,q , as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Solution 1 is indicated by
When the energy interference among channels is severe, just in the case like Fig. 3, (16) works well. However, when that interference is mild, meaning that energies of all channels are similar, (16) loses nearly (N T − 1) /N T information which is useful for TS. This deficiency of (16) makes the performance of TS decline.
To perform TS better in the situations that the energy interference among channels are both severe and mild, an easier way is taking account of all the correlation results in
jointly. This idea is indicated by (17) .
Fig. 2 Joint TS and CE
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Fig. 3 Energy interference among channels
Similar to (11) , it is deduced that
If it is satisfied that
then based on (14) and (18),
TS can be achieved by looking for the maximum absolute value in
Z H p r q without considering (13) ; and it is presented in Fig. 4 vividly.
But in some cases, and they are not quite rare, the condition in (19) which needs to be fulfilled cannot be achieved. Note that the position of maximum of h i,q is different from that of h p,q to a large extent because of randomness of MIMO channel (i = p); and even worse, the position of maximum of h i,q may be corresponding to the position of a very small value of h p,q . In that case, the risk that CIRs are overwhelmed by DIRs is much higher. This bug is shown in Fig. 5 .
To fix the bug, the maximum of each h p,q , p = 0, · · · , N T − 1 should be selected to add together to get
i=0 max h i,q according to (18) . To achieve this goal, Z H p r q is grouped into N X parts successively indicated by c n p,q , and the length of the each group is l n , n = 0, · · · , N X − 1. Then, find the value of (20) to perform TS for qth receiving antenna.
To let (20) make sense in application, it needs to make sure the maximum of h p,q
be grouped to one group. First, l n satisfies l n ≥ 2M P with restriction lower better to avoid the bug, where M P < Z D is the maximum distance between positions of the maximum value of h p,q
. Thus, l n = 2M P or l n = 2M P + 1. Second, it groups Z H p r q two times to get two different sets of groups by starting from two different start points S p1 and S p2 , where S p1 − S p2 = M P . By doing so, it is guaranteed that the maximum of h p,q
be grouped in one Taking advantage of the idea of solution 2, we propose an algorithm called twice section-maximum algorithm to perform TS and CE jointly. In the following algorithm, we use C r q , Z (L, N T , Z) to denote the correlation operation between column vector r q and N T ZCZ sequences in the set Z (L, N T , Z) utilizing the efficient correlator obtained from Theorem 2.
Simulations
Communication scenario setting
To evaluate the performance of joint TS and CE using constructed ZCZ sequence set, numerical simulations are performed in millimeter wave (mmWave) channel [31] and channel model D of 802.11 ac [32] based on the SC-MIMO-FDE system. We assume 4 transmitting antennas and 4 receiving antennas to transmit 4 spacial data streams, and the number of transmit frame is 10,000. For mmWave channel, the small-scale MIMO channel fading model is a virtual model with 25 paths obtained by the timing overlap of the Saleh-Velenzuela (SV) model, the carrier frequency is set to be F C = 45 GHz in mmWave band, the chip rate is F S = 440 MHz, and the maximum multi-path time delay is T M = 100 ns. For channel model D of 802.11 ac, there are 18 channel paths. The carrier frequency is F C = 5.25 GHz, the chip rate is F S = 12.5 MHz, and the maximum multi-path time delay is T M = 400 ns. These parameters are summarized in Table 3 .
ZCZ sequence set selection
Since there are 4 transmitting antennas, and Z D = T M F S ≤ 50, we construct a ZCZ quadriphase sequence set Z (256, 4, 56) based on Theorem 1, where Z = 56 > Z D , Z MN = 22 ≤ 32, and Z MZ = 38 ≥ 32. When searching for the proper ZCZ sequence set, the restrictions of R A < δ and R C < δ are considered. By randomly changing coefficient matrix W n using the efficient generator, a ZCZ sequence set with δ = 0.3 is found. While theoretical restriction in (14) is δ ≤ 1/2N T N+1 = 1/128 and more precise restriction in (18) is δ ≤ 1/ (Z MN N T ) = 1/88, both of which seem unapproachable, but considering the fading and the random distribution of phase of CIR taps in the real communication system, δ is allowed to be much larger than the restriction, and practically the performance of δ = 0.3 is excellent in the simulation. The generation parameters are listed as the following:
(1) Base ZCZ sequence set is A = {a m } 3 m=0 , where a m = Circ {a, 1, −4m}, and a = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, j, −1, −j,
(2) Number of iterations is N = 2. (3) U 0 and U 1 are Table 4 , where 0,1,2,3 represent 1, j, −1, −j.
Performance and computational complexity analysis
In this section, we compare our works with Wang's method [33] mainly. We use the ZC sequence with the length of 256 as MIMO training sequence in Wang's method. And the length of CP is set to be 50 ≥ Z D , which satisfies the demand of Wang's method. The training sequence transmitting arrangement of Wang's method and this paper's method are described in Fig. 9 . According to this figure, our method cost almost as half as the preamble consumption of Wang's method. Figures 10 and 11 show the precise rate of the three methods mentioned to deal with TS. Note that there exists CP = 64 in front of each data block; it is feasible to put a start position in the range of CP tolerance called R, which is R = CP − T M F S . Suppose that the true symbol beginning position is P T , then we treat it as a correct TS if
It is clear that accuracy of solution 1 is degraded by overlooking approximately (N T − 1) /N T channel information. Solution 2 has an excellent performance in both the lower SNR area and higher SNR area. While the Wang's method performs pretty good in the higher SNR area, it degrades badly in the lower SNR area. The reason is that it needs coarse TS before accurate TS, and the coarse TS uses slide correlation method, which is more sensitive to noise disturbance. Figure 12 shows the normalized mean square error (NMSE) performance of CE using the LS estimator. For the qth receiving antenna, c p,q N T , Z) , where r q is the received discretetime signal, and c p,q is given by
temp value = 0, temp i = 0. into N X parts, denoted as c
where l n = 2M P or l n = 2M P + 1, and D = M P .
9:
Find the section maximum absolute value of each part Find the maximum value among the sequence set 
The TS position of the qth receiving antenna iŝ
where R ∈ N. Note that the largest magnitude of CIR is not always the first CIR, so the empirical value R is needed to approach a better TS.
17:
The CE of h p,q iŝ
18: until q ≥ N R − 1 In the simulation, MIMO channels are normalized by
Based on (4), the CRLB of NMSE is
Shift Points (23) is demonstrated; and the NMSE of CE is
It indicates that both of the CE methods attain CRLB. Table 5 gives a joint TS and CE computational cost comparison between the twice section-maximum algorithm and Wang's method. In this simulation, Table 4 is the detail of Z (256, 4, 56) , where 0,1,2,3 represent 1, j, −1, −j by shifting operation, which is much faster than multiplication, while it is about 4 × 256 × 259. Overall, it is generalized that the twice section-maximum algorithm is more computational efficient.
Conclusions
A factorized construction of ZCZ sequence set with the efficient generator and correlator has been investigated and applied to TS and CE jointly for the SC-MIMO-FDE system. Considering the properties of ZCZ and NCZ, the efficient generator can generate ZCZ sequence set suitable for CE and TS simultaneously. Further, the twice section-maximum algorithm is proposed and behaves well to eliminate the energy interference among channels; and the efficient correlator reduces complex multiplication, which can be avoided for efficient quadriphase or binary correlator, and complex addition from exponential order to linear order. Both efficient correlator and mechanism of joint TS and CE can reduce the processing time for the receiver.
Appendix 1
Proof of Lemma 1
Let the shifting matrix be
, where e L is a unite vector of the size L × 1 with the first entry equal to 1. The base ZCZ sequence set A satisfies
So,
satisfies the two situations using (24): 
Otherwise, the length of ZCZ between a M−1 and a 0 is larger than Z a , then
Combining (a) and (b), we can obtain the conclusion: If the length of ZCZ between a M−1 and a 0 is Z a , then
Appendix 2
Proof of Theorem 1 Based on the definition of PS, it is easy to deduce that
. 
The proof is the same as case (a) in Appendix 1.
From (25) , it is known that
and 
Appendix 3
Proof of Theorem 2
The efficient correlator can be easily obtained by
Next, we analyze computational complexity of the correlator step by step. 
